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Five a.m. reading poems
Five a.m. reading poems
as he ties up to shoot
straight horse sadness into his veins.
As the world turns useless
like a spoon to a ditch digger
as the working ones wake
to wasted rituals.
As he nods deep
bowing to the floor like a psychotic yogi
remaining silent leaving
forgotten secrets to guess.
As life breaths we tick
tock and junk or school
rule or game in yesterday’s playgrounds
its all about equal.
Yet it isn’t
and we all rage
some strange mystical rhythm.
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A chance to change
A gray bearded petition
of the flannel business suit for change
is ignored as if dipped in dung,
as if rendered subhuman
by circumstance and time,
we see the well fed bellies
and their trembling cigarettes
poised between pampered soft hands.
We feel no air to breath,
only a gulping invisible vacuum,
some incompressible sorrow pulls
all that exists into a void:
Everything vanishes,
a few are left, have a chance to change,
to start over,
but they don’t.
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Final curtain
She stands on the corner
with a pigeon pressed
tightly to her lips,
kissing noisily into
contorted terrified feathers,
eyes well redden and glaze
from her hardening grip.
An old mans tells you
that God is a 63’ Dodge
as he promenades in the square,
a dazed and frightened hamster.
Another chants:
chocolate chocolate
staggering drunk confused mantra
in the streets to the confused
vacuity of human kindness.
You look at the sky,
find no full moon as explanation,
no barking dog warning of the end,
no message or meaning
in the random array of clouds
forming overhead in patterns
that you cannot explain either,
just a sinking emptiness that
blankets what is
and can be known.
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Jazz and some sorrow
Almost that hour and little
Is bewitching anymore
The jazz sings with a softness
That you are learning to love
Remembering that once you
Fought a guy in back alley bar
Who knows why you were
Lonely sad angry all the above
A jazz drummer with huge hands
Covered in veins like marbled slabs of meat
Cleaned each other up in the john rinsing blood
Beer and whiskey to cleanse battle scars.
Jazz bored you then so did the drummer
But your face too swollen hands too sore
Heart too pounded from other events
To think of doing much anything else
Listening to the tunes he played on the jukebox
That he beat on the bar with bent fingers
Dancing to the end of time watching
The bartender pour the very last call.
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Still paying
Those miserable days
when misplacing your keys
becomes a metaphor
for loosing your mind.
The milk carton lies dead
your brain plowed over
with yesterday’s nonsense
a thousand ruined armies.
One greening end of hardened bread
the bottom scum of the jelly jar
the walls dance
on the flat part of your skull.
The covers rise up
possessed by piles of underwear
the stacks of dishes
flying as guillotines.
Somewhere keys
whispering to your lost wallet
about the jacket you misplaced
in the forth grade
having to save your lunch money
for a whole year to pay for it.
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Released
And again she left
and again some café
reading the scores and stats
and so and so hit so many homeruns
or was released hoping this
would release me as well.
Organic this and un-refined that.
This is not how to do depressed.
No cheap wine alone and strange.
Roach motel forgetting whore.
Only baseball stats
Bukowski and dreams
of hitting fifty out at Candlestick Park
or a no hitter in the hail
dribbling down frontal lobe
boredom madness death.
Crying in my tea
the scone an organic cardboard
boomerang it across the room
storm out laugh exalting
merry Christmas in Jewish July.
Type till enough mad pages
cover the self in shroud
of bitter poems indulgent
hibernate for a month or two
of summer lost.
My team is in last place
and at six a game will be televised.
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There we were
way out in sun valley
with miles of blank and distant
nothing ridding our rear view mirror
a wicked dream and stories of hazy lunacy
never found in the maps to the star’s homes.
taco stands rising from the dead
streets melting into malls
giving way to the heat and smog
that always has the last word.
the laugh of silence
between the gapping toothless gums
of an old dog called Los Angeles.
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As thick as skulls
Another day in Los Angeles
where the air is as thick,
as the residents skulls,
and as murky as the morals,
that ebb and flow with the interchanges
of heads and highways far too full
of crowded nothingness.
It is a magical kind of hell,
the empty sidewalks shuffle dreams each day,
and pass them out like karma playing cards,
the few watch the many toil,
the ocean draws us all towards her,
until we fade into the horizon,
of visions unfulfilled,
of naked promises never met,
never dressed in Sunday clothing.
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Four teenage girls
They look like sex
and sophistication,
four teenage girls
with cigarettes professionally posed,
distant aloof gazes,
smiles that never betray
too much gaiety.
They sit in one of L. A.’s
trendiest cafes,
where those who
need to be seen,
come to be seen.
Silently they sing songs
of suicide,
of dreams that go undreamed,
of trust that is forever broken,
of fancy presents of shame,
and dead deaf ears,
and forked hope killing tongues.
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I love you
I knew it was not
a nurturing relationship
when we had to throw up in separate pots
on separate sides of the bed.
It was like a game:
who could say the most,
damning things
do the most destruction,
and still be forgiven.
Yet it was what I had at the time,
so I learned to be happy within bounds
and certain limitations.
It ended when I did the one
unfathomably deviant act,
the one inexcusable thing:
professed affection
without meaning it as
a threat or excuse,
and it would take some time
before I would say
those words again,
and mean it.
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A crummy goodbye
It was a crummy time,
saying goodbye at the airport,
no hugs or kisses and you
killed me with ten days of
The Stare: the one they could
use to put down large dogs.
Driving home waiting to scream
at anyone; a reason to forget of you.
Thinking back to other crummy times,
that now seem like small hang nails,
or maybe bruises that won’t heal.
Maybe we should know,
that it will fade with the fallibility of memory,
or like sleep in morning eyes.
Yet the sky welts with thunder clouds,
like an unwanted pregnancy
in a rusted back ally shack.
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Bonne
Wonder what happened to her?
The one who would answer my phone
Call the other girls over the wire
Words normally reserved for sailors
Or psychotics.
Naked me Little Dickey
Because I hated it so
But purred in a way
That melted any resistance
Sent the sub-epidermal devils
Into the forgotten night
Was abandoned at six
Raped at ten
Played out her rage with
New daddies to hold
Rape or be raped by
The calls at four am
Scared alone enrage abused
By some other guy
Drove thirty miles to
Rescue her drove her home
Another thirty miles
Back in time for my last
Sorry days of high school
Got me into brawls
With the biggest and meanest
Called me every name but my own
Held me like a million dollar prize bull
Screwing others minutes before
Professing undying everything
Taunted me with violence
Daring me to knock her out
As we both would cry
Who laughed in the face
Of everything ridiculous and petty
Grew up too fast
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Left me naked
Teenaged and lost
To pick up tons
Of rotting madness
Alone.
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A good day
Good day
To do nothing
Better day
To be nothing
One thing
We are never
Truly allowed
Sad too
Nothing is
The only
Something that
Makes much sense.
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At the station
You walk though the train station
when bored or lonely,
and listen to the conductor announce,
in his deep voice, full of promise,
all the places you wish you were going,
and you watch all the people,
you wish you were waiting for,
or that were waiting for you.
Tonight there is a brass band setting up
to welcome some great dignity,
spiritual leader, no, something far more
commercial, a tour group,
dying to see the city of brotherly love.
They don’t play for us,
those who dance or cry or just wait,
for the passing of time in silent anonymity.
The rain clouds accumulate outside,
laughing at the black sludgy river,
its mutated fish laugh too
at the absurdity of it all.
The train tracks bend
in a gut wrenching cackle,
and you walk outside,
with no plan,
or reason,
but somehow knowing,
that you never really understand
much of this anyhow.
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A magic revisited
I vaulted ancient boulders,
flew with winged feet over
the steps of forgotten ruins,
and thought myself a god;
that I might live forever,
with those I most loved,
casting long shadows deep into
the next millennium as well.
I looked down upon Athens,
the sky a dingy and yellow noose,
suffocating the dreams of a boy.
As my parents patience faded,
as the sun pushed us back,
the magic a rusting old car
sold for scrap far too soon.
But tonight, as a revisited pounding,
echoes of keys across
the crumbling Acropolis floor.
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My Zulu Warrior
Dad would run down the hallway
stomping and wailing the chants
of the Zulu warriors
we watched on television.
Jumped in my bed
kissed my tiny belly
carefully tucked me in
leaving me to watch
dancing figurines of light
the Technicolor chaos
of a young boy’s childhood
parading across the panorama
of shut eyelids
I miss my Zulu warrior
who calls to ask about
my studies the job
other meaningless gray sadness.
Where did he go?
that giant who is
much smaller than I am today?
who would leave for months
bring miracles for a homecoming
filling my treasure chest
as if paying homage to a child king.
Where is my Zulu warrior?
the suicidal monarch
who would die without the queen he hates
who slumps into his too easy chair
plugging into mediated pablumized life.
Where did he go, my Zulu warrior?
through a dust storm of Oedipal madness?
drowned under a sea of shattered delusions?
sufficient by the dreams he could not catch?
Still dreaming
of the black and white movie warriors
who stormed my world;
I wonder who they really were
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without their Hollywood paints?
Still dreaming of the pounding feet
and heroic call of my Zulu warrior
who exorcised the demons
and hobgoblins from the dark corners
who battle call I am still tempted to cry
when all else fails
or when I see a terrified little man
who I so badly with I would ignite into battle
one last time.
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Brooklyn Bongos Death
The sound of raping bongos
as dogs won’t chase their sticks
winter losing ground
as your tumor twists through me
a three thousand mile noose around
boyhood dreams and manhood resentments.
Sitting on a Brooklyn hill
near where grandpa beat you silly
the gang street days
when you were all future
and I was but a notion
or not even that.
Now you are all past
like this retreating winter
without it’s promise of renewal.
Wondering about writing poems
with my back against
your tombstone.
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Lost in the face of the universe
Disco dance with me
dying father
let fall
purple polyester
and gaudy gold chains
of lavender loneliness
around our hair chests
where inside one, maybe both
tugs a tumor towards
the middle of the universe
brought forth to enlighten us
to the textured teachings of life
which you faithfully forgot
and neglected to share.
Let’s play catch
with that little league hard ball
lost years back in the fading ivy
by the tangerine tree that failed to bear fruit
under palm tree suburban sky
between the treachery of the sprinklers
you, with the ailing back
and neglected right arm
me, wearing a Hopi headdress
that’s multiple meanings
were lost
as well.
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Benny
sits slumped over, brittle
his eyes taking in more
than he ever lets out. Never speaks save
the occasional grunt or moan.
Blue bloodshot eyes peering out from
hefty brow skin pinker than white
his hands shaking rhythmic circular motions
lost and strangled his belt too tight
jeans too loose. Thinning hair
messed up as if rattled by
the lover's sexed hands he never had.
Waiting in the community room
air thick with gray smoke. Hallucinations.
Ten or so others taking in cigarettes,
bumming change from each other
conversing with the voices floating though
the tops of their minds.
But not Benny.
He hears no voices
does not talk
smoke or roam the
center like the others.
No banter about a miracle
that will heal his soul
or about doses of medication,
the sale at the corner store
pieces of lonesome camaraderie.
He takes in life
like a two a.m. re-run of a B movie
on a black and white t.v.
neither interested nor bored
the commercials holding the same
value as the feature.
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Hours of test patterns
fade
to black.
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Waiting for impending doubt
Remember the smell of hypocrisy
The darkness of the earth
They poured over my grandfather’s
Once hard carpenter’s body
The uncles I saw only in cemeteries
Hoping to watch their pathetic forms
Lowered closer to hell next time
Instead of someone with meaning
Thinking of all these images of finality
That run across nervous mind
Sitting in a health clinic
A sanitized polyester holding pen
Waiting as my buddy gets
The results of his A.I.D.S text
Waiting for impending doubt
And immaculate obsession
Only two weeks have past
Since his last bout
Of naked idiocy with
Anonymous naked idiot
It is like this for him
Every few months
Too much beer
And loneliness
So I count my death fantasies
On his abacus of lust
Wondering when his runs thin
And his horse places
Dead
Last.
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Street poet
Two a.m. in New York City
Listening to the hideous rhymers
Of a homeless street poet
Standing useless
Giving him a couple of bucks
Breathlessly waiting
For something to change to
That which never will
Waiting for his rhymers to
Transform into platinum
Into anything off these
Miserable alleys
Waiting to peel
The next Bukowski off the pavement
As mad women run naked
Down the streets are bought
Fancy drinks in hip bars
Packed with dying worms
Drilling holes into us all
Waiting for nothing to fix
Something broken
The rhymers to turn
What is exhausted and ruined
Into genius
Been waiting
A long time
Patience
Sometimes is eating lead paint
Off the walls
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